
 AIG - Retirement Income - The Contingency Plan:
 
One of the major concerns among individuals facing retirement is the
possibility of outliving their money.  The average life expectancy in the US
is 78.7, so individuals find the need to plan for a longer retirement.  In a
recent retirement survey,  14 percent of individuals 65 and older have no
savings, which explains why many are postponing their retirement
and working into their golden years.   What happens if a client lives into
their 90's and depletes their retirement account?  What if there was a
contingency or last resort plan?  AIG has added a unique rider to their
GUL3 life insurance product which allows an insured the opportunity to
access the death benefit to generate a stream of income.  The Lifestyle
Income Solution is an optional rider that helps to protect against outliving
your money by transforming the death benefit into a stream of income.  To
learn more, Click>>here.

American National's Accelerated Underwriting: 
    
American National recently introduced an accelerated underwriting system
that is uniquely different from other insurance company systems.  As more
insurance companies develop their own accelerated program and
processes, advisors have the challenge of remembering what products, face
amounts and risk classes qualify for the programs. Advisors have made the
mistake of sending a case through one system to later learn that
accelerated underwriting was not available, because it was the wrong risk
class or product.   The ANICO accelerated system is simple.  Applications
for ANY individual life product may be eligible for accelerated underwriting
i f submitted electronically: $250,001 to $1,000,000 for ages 0-50 and
$250,001 to $500,000 for ages 51-60.  Not all applications will qualify for
the program. If the application meets the favorable underwriting criteria,
the case is eligible for quick issue.  However, if the client does not qualify
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for the accelerated underwriting program,  the case will be underwritten and
standard underwriting requirements will apply.   To learn more
about American National and the XPress Plus program, please Click >>
here .

Prudential Releases Essential UL: 
 
Prudential introduced the Essential UL, which is a current assumption UL
product with daily interest crediting and lapse protection coverage available
to age 90.  The product is competitively priced and can best be described as
"term to 90" with the opportunity for enhanced cash value.  To learn more
about this new Prudential product, please  Click >> here .
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